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A Step By Step Guide on Spiritual Cleansing,
Washing & Manifesting to Create Your Dream Life.
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Spiritual cleansing (Blockage Removal) is an ancient

practice with many different variations to remove negative

energies and entities that cause spiritual blockages,

disturbances, depression, negative thinking, negative

feelings or emotions, hopelessness, anger, resentment,

unhealthy relationships and other personal issues and

hindrances. Spiritual cleansing can be done for loved ones,

pets, your home, car, business and workspace. It will bring

balance of mind, body and spirit. Spiritual cleansing can

repel or destroy negative patterns. 

Organic Herbs grown without manmade fertilization only

contain vital nutrients from the elements.

Organic Herbs are used to heal spiritually. In order to

connect to the Divine, you have to use Plants and Plant

Materials in their natural state as made by the Creator of

Creations.

Organic Herbs are used to heighten our spiritual vibration

and strengthen our connection to the Divine.

Organic Herbs provide vital nutrients from the elements (soil,

water, air and sun).

What is Spiritual Cleansing?

Why are Organic Herbs and
Essential Oils used in our

Products?

Our Products are made from the finest grades of organic

herbs, spices, barks, resins, roots, seeds, vines, stems and

flowers obtained from reputable producers in North and

South America, Middle East, Near and Far East.

The extract and essences of the herbs are blended with

therapeutic essential oils to produce a potent concentrate

for emotional, physical and spiritual healing.



Essential Oils are the concentrated essence of the plant

which is considered the vital fluid and life blood of the plant.

They are called essential because they are the substance of

life. Essential oils are botanicals for the Spirit, Soul and

Body.There are two ways the human body derives the

benefits of essential oils, they are absorbed through the skin

and inhaled through the nose. The molecules of these

essential oils are so minuscule they are easily absorbed and

when inhaled immediately begins the Spiritual and

emotional healing process.The oils contain life power,

intelligence and vibrational energy of the plants from which

they are derived and imbued with the healing powers. 

When using the Blockage Removal Wash the Essential Oils

enter directly into your bloodstream through the pores. In

addition, while washing you also inhale the Essential Oils

through the nose which carries it directly into your lungs

and then into your bloodstream.  When the Essential Oils

enter your bloodstream they cleanse, balance, energize and

uplift the Spirit, Soul and emotions so that you can begin

the spiritual healing process and remove negative energies.

Description: The essential ingredients of the Earth Blends

for Happiness Body Washes are Water, Organic Herbs and

Essential Oils.

Water is Life, it cleanses, refreshes and replenishes the body,

Organic Herbs and Essential Oils are food for the Spirit.

Together they provide cleansing and protection for the

Spirit. We wash the physical body to remove negative

energy from the earthly home of the spirit. This enables the

Spirit to dwell in a negative free environment conducive to

spiritual development and power.

Essential Oils are Vital Fluids
 



 The finest grades of organic herbs, spices, barks, resins, roots,

seeds, vines, stems and flowers are obtained from reputable

producers in North and South America, Middle East, Near

and Far East. The extract and essences of the herbs are

blended with therapeutic essential oils to produce a potent

concentrate for emotional, physical and spiritual healing.



Healing Affirmation: I speak with loving words of

omnipotence that I am healed in every department of my

mind, affairs and actions, knowing that I am a living

embodiment of the creator, in action and demonstration of

universal good. 

Prayer: O supreme creator whose image I am and whose

likeness I bear, whose radiance fills me (Name) with life,

health, healing and love. I call upon thee to invigorate me

with the spiritual energies that transcends the various

conditions in harmony and peace. Let thy healing balm of

transformation in every atom, proton, vein, cell, nerve and

condition of the mind be restored, renewed and

regenerated by a consciousness union of body soul and

spirit, so that healing in every area of my life be ascertained. 

Courage Affirmation: I am confident and courageous in all

aspects of my life. I can do all things through the

empowerment of the supreme absolute creative

intelligence of the cosmos, whose order, light, love and

power grants me the desires of my expressive will in actions

to go forward and excel. 

Prosperity Affirmation: Every day in every way I am

becoming more and more prosperous in all areas of my life.

Through a conscious awareness of the Divine spirit of the

creator in me. I choose to be healthy, wealthy and wise,

therefore I am successful in all I do and say and abundance

of money flows easily and steadily my way, making me

Divinely sustained and blessed. 

Affirmations 
 



Love Affirmation: I am born of the cosmic rays of love in all

its splendor. I am surrounded by love and everything is in

Divine order, this consciousness of love that I sustain,

prospers and illuminates my way granting me success in all

things. 

Affirmations 
 



CLEANSE &CLEANSE &
ENERGIZE DAILYENERGIZE DAILY

  

In order to keep a high vibrational frequency that move

negative energies and constantly attracting money, Love,

Good health, Favor, Peace and all the things you desire, you

must be consistent and take care of your spirit, soul and

body on a daily basis. Below are the daily products you

should be using to ward off negativity and attract prosperity.

Cleansing, Prosperity, Love and Happiness
Body Gels: Cleansing, Prosperity, Love and Happiness, Manifest

Creams: Protection, Prosperity, Love and Happiness, Manifest

Sprays:  Cleansing, Prosperity, Love and Happiness, Manifest

https://happinessblends.com/collections/body-gel


CLEANSING BATH &CLEANSING BATH &
SHOWER GELSHOWER GEL

  

Cleansing Bath & Shower Gel: Use Evening
Shower with Cleansing Gel at the end of your day to dispel

any negative energy that may have attached to you or in

your Aura. Cleanse the body and unburden the Spirit

bringing spiritual relaxation. If feeling attracted by negative

energies, use both morning and evening.

https://happinessblends.com/collections/bundles/products/blockage-removal-system-medium


Cut & Clear Negative Energies
Feel Revived & Rejuvenated

Aid Deep Peaceful Sleep
Promote Radiant Soft Silky Skin

 

 

 

MOTHER NATURE’S SOLUTION FOR CLEARING NEGATIVE
ENERGY AND GAINING PEACEFUL SLEEP – FINALLY

REVEALED!

Feeling burdened, lifeless and depleted of spiritual energy daily

is no joke. Finally, the chemical free solution is here in a bottle. If

you are tired of depleted spiritual energy, sleeplessness, and

doors of opportunity being closed in your face then you’ll love

these twenty-one essential oil blends in one body gel.

Create your personal spa in the comfort of your own home

using Earth Blends For Happiness Cleansing Bath & Shower Gel.

This Secret Ancient formula combines the healing essences of

frankincense, 3 types of Sage, Hyssop, Myrrh, Ancient Eastern

and South American blends.

Enjoy this harmonious combination of the gifts of Mother Earth.

This product is not just for trouble times it can be used as daily

maintenance for positive energy, soft silky skin and peaceful

sleep etc. For best results follow with Cleansing body spray and

Protection Cream.

Instructions:
Place in hands and apply to the entire body.

Spray upward overhead Earth Blends for Happiness Cleansing

Spray and let the mist rain down on your body. Then spray the

entire body, under feet and in the palm of hands. 

Before dressing, anoint your body with Earth Blends for

Happiness Protection Cream.

Essentials: Earth Blends for Happiness Cleansing bath & shower

Gel, Earth Blends for Happiness Cleansing body Spray, Earth

Blends for Happiness Protection cream.

How To Use



PROSPERITY BATH &PROSPERITY BATH &
SHOWER GELSHOWER GEL

  

Prosperity Bath & Shower Gel: Use Morning

Bath or shower with Prosperity Gel at the beginning of your

day. 

https://happinessblends.com/collections/bundles/products/prosperity-kit-m


Attract Financial Success & Favor
Increase & Strengthen Confidence

Elevate Spiritual Vibration
Promote Radiant Soft Silky Skin

 

MOTHER NATURE’S SOLUTION FOR ATTRACTING
FINANCIAL SUCCESS AND FAVOR. FINALLY UNVEILED!

Enhance and increase your prosperity by elevating your spiritual

vibration. This chemical free solution has been prepared and is

ready for you. Step in through the door of opportunity that has

been provided for you by Mother Nature.

Create your personal spa in the comfort of your own home

using Earth Blends For Happiness Prosperity Bath & Shower Gel.

This Secret Ancient formula combines the essences of

Cedarwood, Cinnamon, Anise, Ancient Eastern and South

American blends.

Enjoy this harmonious combination of the gifts of Mother Earth.

This product is not just for trouble times it can be used as a daily

maintenance to Elevate spiritual vibration, Increase &

Strengthen confidence, Attract Financial Success & favor.

Aromatherapy in the shower results in soft silky skin. 

Instructions:
Place in hands and apply to the entire body.

For best results follow with Prosperity body spray.

Spray upward overhead Earth Blends for Happiness Prosperity

Spray and let the mist rain down on your body. Then spray the

entire body, under feet and in the palm of hands. 

Before dressing anoint your body with Earth Blends for

Happiness Prosperity cream.



LOVE AND HAPPINESSLOVE AND HAPPINESS
BATH & SHOWER GELBATH & SHOWER GEL

  

Bath or shower with Love and Happiness Gel: Use at the

beginning of your day. 

https://happinessblends.com/collections/bundles/products/attract-love-happiness-kit-m


Attract & Sustain Love
Promote Radiant Soft silky skin

Feel Lighthearted, Happy and Blissful
Raise spiritual vibration

 

RAISE YOUR SPIRITUAL VIBRATION TO ATTRACT &
SUSTAIN LOVE

 

Attract and sustain love by creating the right atmosphere

around you. Use this bath gel to improve your mood and evoke

a lighthearted, happy and blissful feeling.

Create your personal spa in the comfort of your own home

using the blended properties of Rose, Sweet Cinnamon, Neroli,

Ancient Eastern and South American blends.

This ancient aromatic experience in the shower will give you

radiant soft silky skin and raise your spiritual vibration. Earth

Blends For Happiness Bath & Shower Gel was created just for

you.

This product is not just for trouble times, it is recommended to

be used as a daily maintenance to Raise spiritual vibration, fuel

your soul to Ignite love and leave you feeling lighthearted and

blissful.

Instructions:
Place in hands and apply to the entire body.

Spray upward overhead Earth Blends for Happiness love and

happiness Spray and let the mist rain down on your body. Then

spray the entire body, under feet and in the palm of hands. 

Before dressing, anoint your body with Earth Blends for

Happiness Love and happiness cream.

For best results follow with Love & Happiness body spray.

Note: Prosperity and Love and Happiness Bath & Shower
Gels, Sprays and cream can be blended and used together.



MANIFEST BATH &MANIFEST BATH &
SHOWER GELSHOWER GEL   

Manifest Bath & Shower Gel: This is step #2 in the

manifest process.

Bath or shower with Manifest Gel at the beginning of your

day and anytime you desire.

https://happinessblends.com/collections/bundles/products/manifest-abundance-bundle-m


MOTHER NATURE’S SOLUTION FOR ATTRACTING
ANYTHING YOUR HEART DESIRE. 

 
Attract Finances, Success & Favor
Increase & Strengthen Courage

Elevate Spiritual Frequency
Promote Radiant Soft Silky Skin

 
Enhance and increase your manifestation powers by strengthening

your spirit soul connect daily. This chemical free solution has been

prepared and is ready for you. Step in through the door of

possibility that has been provided for you by Mother Nature.

Create your personal spa in the comfort of your own home using

Earth Blends for Happiness Manifest Bath & Shower Gel. This Secret

Ancient formula combines the essences of 7 Roses, Sweet

Cinnamon, Sandalwood, Cedarwood and our proprietary blends.

Enjoy this harmonious combination of the gifts of Mother Earth.

This product is not just for trouble times it is recommended to be

used daily to consistently heighten your vibrational frequency to

Attract Finanes, Success, favor, increase & strengthen courage and

so much more.  

For best results follow with manifest body spray step #3.

Instructions:

Place in hands and apply to the entire body.

Spray upward overhead Earth Blends for Happiness Manifest Spray

and let the mist rain down on your body. Then spray the entire

body, under feet and in the palm of hands. 

Before dressing anoint your body with Earth Blends for Happiness

Manifest cream step #4. Now you may feel like you are missing

your perfume so here is where the heavenly smelling manifest

body oil come in step #5.


